GREG MOOERS MONTANA

The “Quantum Monk”
Are you ready to rock
your church!

Ever thought
of a whole new innovative
way of establishing a
dynamic culture of folks
who can’t wait to get out
of bed and go to church?

Unlock Your

With Greg Mooers Montana

“I studied the
I studied
the lives
lives of Heroes
discovered
ofand
hero’s
and
they had all
discovered
mastered three
skills…”
they allbasic
had
mastered

three basic skills…

Heroes…
1. They Knew
who they were
and what they
stood for…

2. They
Communicated
powerfully and
beautifully…

3. They made
a Huge
contribution to
humanity…

Everyone is
aching to be a
hero…
Learning your
Heart Virtue
takes you
through a
profound, life
altering
“right of
passage”
showing us
how to live like
heroes.
“Every person has a Heart Virtue that is at the core of
their being. Martin Luther King’s was Brotherhood,
Abraham Lincoln’s was Unity, Mother Theresa’s was
Compassion and Gandhi’s was Peaceful Liberation.”
When we look at the heroes of our time and throughout
history, every hero was driven by their Heart Virtue!

What’s Your Heart Virtue?
Find out with quantum physics expert, internationally
recognized speaker, author and former monk
Greg Mooers Montana

People are tired of
playing small!
Now, more than
ever, our collective
consciousness is
changing at such a
quantum level that
more people are
yearning to discover
the true meaning of
their own existence.
According to a study
done by Harvel
Hendrix & others:
65% of all married
couples will divorce;
30-40% of all
murders are
spousal;
80% of America’s
workforce says they
would rather have
another job;
The third greatest
cause of deaths
among teenagers is
suicide;

90% of lottery winners claim
winning the lottery ruined their
lives and relationships.
These are they symptoms of a
society that is confused and
fed up…aching to find meaning
and to finally fill the emptiness
from the inside-out, fully ready
to discover Living Your

Heart Virtue

Live Courageously in Your Heart’s Authentic Purpose!

Greg and Tamara Montana offer workshops, consulting services,
and coaching designed to empower the Hero inside every one of us.
They’ve found that once people discover what is most important to
them, they can use that knowledge to create beautiful relationships
and more fulfilling experiences. Living from Your Heart is the
foundational piece from the inside-out with purpose,
passion and joy…

Greg Mooers Montana

Tamara Mooers Montana

(310) 428-0400

(949) 887-2988

greg@heartvirtue.com

tamara@heartvirtue.com

Greg & Tamara’s
Vision
is to empower
“6 Billion People”
in knowing
their

Heart
Virtue!

Our desire is to ensure that everyone we meet gains
clarity and confidence about who they are and know
the contribution they want to make to the world.

Menu of Services
* Key Note Speaker
* 30, 90 and 120 minute Presentations
* Full-day Seminar
* 3 & 5 day Seminars
* Private Coaching

Heart Virtue Programs
Heart Virtue

Understand your personal motivational style by
identifying the one thing about you that is creating
your values, beliefs and behaviors from the inside-out.
What does your rage and goosebump experiences
have in common? Find out! Learn your Heart Virtue.

Authentalk

Once you know your Heart Virtue the next step is to
speak it beautifully and powerfully. Are the words
that come out of your mouth in alignment with what
is most meaningful to you. Authentalk will make
you a Master of communicating. Take a stand.
Learn to listen to others with curiosity and courage.

Clarity

LiFormula

You pain is your credential. In our LiFormula training
you will turn your most painful experiences into
credentials for making a contribution. You will see
past your blind spots and facades an embrace all of
your life to create a formula you can use to fulfill
your purpose and leave your legacy.

Psychanics

Psychology is the study of how the mind works,
Psychanics is simply “what works.” It contains 8
powerful principles based on the laws of quantum
physics. Are you a parent, manager or looking
to train others? Psychanics gives you amazing new
insights for creating powerful partnerships.

Relationship

Ready to experience a whole new perspective that
actually makes relationships easier.
What if you were a great listener? How would you
like to communicate what is most important to you
with clarity and confidence? Learn to be heard and
get what you really want.

Building

Greg and Tamara Montana will custom design a program
for your congregation’s next evolution… Contact: www.HeartVirtue.com

Relationships
With Greg and Tamara Montana
Groom’s
vision of
Ideal Groom

Groom’s
vision of
Ideal Bride

Bride’s
vision of
Ideal Groom

Dream Groom

Dream Bride

Dream Groom

Groom

Bride’s
vision of
Ideal Bride
Dream Bride

Bride

There are 6 people here, so…
Who actually marries who?!
“Love can be defined as the will to extend one’s self for the purpose
of nurturing one’s own or another’s spiritual growth.” M. Scott Peck

Listening Cycle

Curious
Interested
I nfatuated
Listening

Leads to

Aha! Aw areness
Understand
Awakening

Leads to

Leads to

Desperation
Disorientation
Craziness
CHAOS

Leads to

Conclusions
Expectations
Interesting
Knowing

Note: Chaos has a useful
purpose: to get us out of our
knowing so we can learn
something new.

Where are you right now in your life?
Curiosity, Awakening, Knowing
or Chaos?

No matter what wall you
find yourself up against, we
here at Heart Virtue believe
you have a spark of divinity
built into your molecules
that is compelled to make a
major contribution.
Like a blueprint we are born
with, this unique gift works
through us and when we
are living in alignment with
it, invisible hands seem to
assist our every effort…

This gift is hidden behind
a blind spot. Revealing
this theme will give you
clarity about your specific
purpose and the
contribution that will be
most rewarding to you.
At Heart Virtue we have
the tools that will train you
to live in alignment with
that Hero by identifying
your Heart Virtue
and putting it to work
in your life…

Greg and his wife Tamara will
take your congregation through
a set of exercises that teach us
how to live in “Enlightment”
inside your Goosebumps and
Rage experiences. They have
found this to be the key of
becoming self-actualized. Each
person will discover the theme
that has driven their choices in
life. You’ll then begin to create
projects and activities that
expose and maximize your
Goosebumps and
minimize your Rage.
Greg and Tamara’s
Disney-Themed
Wedding is an
example of living in
alignment with what’s
most meaningful to
them. Experiencing
Bliss on a more
regular basis
continues to bring
them through the
toughest of
challenges.

Living your Heart Virtue will forward the profound evolution
of humanity, and invite us to open up
to the voice of our deepest calling, and make manifest
the glory of who we are and why we came to this planet…

Is your congregation ready to step into the
highest version of themselves
they ever imagined?
Take a stand in the face of who you once were,
mount up with wings of eagles,
and discover the great mystery of life itself
living inside your chest…

Tamara Montana is committed to
awakening authentic self-expression
through acceptance and uncovering the
hidden treasures that lie within all of us.
As a Licensed Psychotherapist and a
Heart Virtue Expert, Tamara shows us
where we get stuck in relationships and
how to transcend the internal prison walls
that prevent us from experiencing the
intimacy we crave in ourselves and others.
For fifteen years she has successfully
worked with individual adults, couples and
abused children. Her passion is
strengthening divine partnerships and
promoting sacred sexuality. Teaching
families how to flourish, by establishing a
healthy unit, has proven to eliminate extra
marital affairs and or using children as
surrogate spouses.
Her passion is strengthening divine partnerships and promoting sacred
sexuality. Teaching families how to flourish, by establishing a healthy unit,
has proven to eliminate extra marital affairs and or using children as
surrogate spouses.
As a former Professor of Human Sexuality at Orange Coast College in
Costa Mesa, California, thousands of students report that Mrs. Montana’s
entertaining style of addressing sensitive, sexual topics has transformed
their lives.
Tamara has written her first book entitled: Living on the Edge of Goodbye…
A Story of Hope, Healing and Encouragement after Betrayal. A guide to
leaving in love, knowing love is never gone, but patiently awaits your return.
She has just published her third book, a colorfully illustrated
story for children of all ages: Emerald Echo, The Story…A
Unique Underwater Journey Within that explores the
Universal Truths of Forgiveness and Freedom. A Course in
Miracles made simple for families and likened to a spiritual
Harry Potter.

A magnetic story of an underwater journey
“within” to forgiveness and freedom…

A Course in Miracles made simple
for families...

Greg Mooers is committed to
spiritual integrity and seeing that
people live in alignment with what’s
most meaningful to them.
As a graduate of Stevens Institute of
Technology with a Bachelor of
Engineering degree where he
studied energy & quantum physics, a
former monk and NOW inspirational
speaker, Greg’s passion is to have
six billion people know their Heart
Virtue™. Greg spent more than
15,000 hours in silent meditation
during his eight years as a monk.
During that time, he studied the lives
of heroes and discovered there were
three main skills they all possessed
that allowed them to make powerful
contributions to humanity.
Greg shares these three main skills with his audiences by using
accelerated spiritual and psychological evolutionary insights while training
people to master their own hero within. He receives endless testimonies
from participants who have gained clarity and confidence in discovering
their purpose, then making a powerful contribution to humanity.
At the foundation of Greg’s workshops, he helps you identify your very own
Heart Virtue™ (like a unique fingerprint) that may have been hidden in a
blind spot. This allows each person to take a stand for what they believe in
and experience more authentic, lasting fulfillment. Greg has trained
entrepreneurs, psychologists, ministers, Olympic Gold Medalists, and
Academy & Emmy award-winning celebrities who were at the top of their
game asking themselves “what next!?”
He is an accomplished speaker and does many experiential
workshops and seminars. His dedication to the healing arts
has resulted in specialized products and a Life Coaching
Certification Program in which he trains experienced coaches
to identify individual's Heart Virtues™.

Testimonials
For years, I and everyone I knew were in some kind of therapy. It was
all there was at the time. I believe Greg’s Hearts Virtue program is the
beginning of the end of therapy as we know it. This work is absolutely
the cutting edge of the New Age, and I cannot describe what it has
done for me and many I love.
Fred Segal
I recently had a life-changing experience with my Heart Virtue. As a
result of one session with Greg something shifted inside of me, and I
knew in that instant that I had changed the energy of my problems. I am
living proof of his extraordinary process.
Film producer and founder of Spiritual Cinema
Steven Simon
Thank you so much for helping me uncover my Heart Virtue. The very
room opened up and I know I will never be the same. So many
seminars come and go, the contents quickly forgotten. But the personal
insights your program offers are so profound that they are fresh in my
mind after months and even years.
Hannah R.
When I turned 39, I made a wish for a successful business and a
successful relationship. Working with the Hearts Virtue program, I
learned an amazing confidence and clarity about who I truly am. I am
now standing in my spotlight and am no longer alone. I have amazing
people in my life. But most amazing... I have me!
Claudia

I LOVE MY LIFE!

Heart Virtue

Emerald Echo

Greg (310) 428-0400

Tamara (949) 887-2988

greg@heartvirtue.com

tamara@heartvirtue.com

For more information contact: Patricia Faust at
(310) 230-9949 and/or info@heartvirtue.com

